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SUMMARY OF MY RELEVANT RESEARCH AREAS:

1. Miscibility of polymer blends under different conditions
2. Influence of fillers on the morphologies and properties of polymer blends
3. Morphology and mechanical properties of polymer blends in micro injection moulding
4. Morphology and mechanical properties of polymer blends in solid phase processing

聚合物共混体系形态控制及性能研究
Primary Research interests:

1. Study on the miscibility of polymer blends under static state
The miscibility of Polystyrene/Poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (PS/SAN), was studied. PS/SAN blends show
the UCST behaviour. The miscibility of binary polymer blends of PS/SAN was predicted based on both
Flory’s equation of state theory (EOS) and Wolf’s theory on binary polymer blends of the A/AB style. The
calculating and the experimental results were in accord with each other relatively well.
And the same time, the message of phase separation dynamic of EP/TPU blends was obtained through
SALS method.
2. Study on the miscibility of polymer blends under shear field
A laser scattering measurement system with a shear unit was established. The apparatus has
advantages of steady laser frequency output, high pixel consolution CCD, quick signal collection, and high
precision of temperature control et al. A software system used for the data collection, in-situ scattering
pattern display and analysis was developed.
And the miscibility and the development of the morphologies of polymer blends were studied under
shear field with the instrument above-mentioned.
3. Effect of nanoparticles on the morphology of immiscible polymer blends
The morphological formation and stability of immiscible polymer blends in the presence of
nanoparticles has been exploited by using optical-shear technique. It has been demonstrated that the
change in the viscoelasticity of blends after incorporating nanoparticles plays a dominated role in
controlling the structural dynamics of blends both in the quiescent and shear conditions. However,
relevant theoretical models are still valid in describing the morphology-rheology relationship in these
blends.
4. Study on the morphology and mechanical properties of polymer blends in micro-injection moulding
The results suggested that for micro injection moulding samples, the morphologies of PP/PS blends
are very different from that made with conventional injection moulding.

Topics in which you would like to develop collaborative research:
1. Morphology and mechanical properties of polymer blends in micro injection moulding
2. Morphology and mechanical properties of polymer blends in solid phase processing

Relevant existing collaborations (academic/clinical/commercial) inside or outside China.
1. VIP PS-2008 conference ( Bradford University, UK 2008.9.14-2008.9.23)
2. Science Bridges China ( Bradford University, UK 2009.2.1-2009.2.12)
3. Academic Visiting in Bradford University, UK 2011.4-2012.2
Relevant graphics, figures, pictures:
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